We propose a scheme to braid Majorana zero modes (MZMs) by steering the spin degree of freedom, without moving, measuring, or more generically fusing the modes. For a spinful Majorana system, we show that braiding two MZMs is achieved by locally winding the Majorana spins, which topologically corresponds to twisting two associated worldribbons, equivalent to worldlines that track the braiding history of MZMs. We demonstrate the feasibility of applying the current scheme to the superconductor/2D-topological-insulator/ferromagnetic-insulator (SC/2DTI/FI) hybrid system which is currently under construction in experiment. The single (or full) braiding of two MZMs is precisely achieved by adiabatically winding the FI magnetization by a half (or complete) circle, with the braiding operation shown to be robust against local imperfections such as irregular winding paths, the static and dynamical disorder effects. The stability is a consequence of the intrinsic connection of the current scheme to topological charge pumping. The proposed device involves no auxiliary MZMs, rendering a minimal scheme for observing non-Abelian braiding and having advantages with minimized errors for the experimental demonstration.
Introduction -The most exotic property of Majorana zero mdoes (MZMs) is embedded in its non-Abelian braiding statistics [1] [2] [3] , which is important for fundamental physics and also has potential application to topological quantum computation (TQC). The remarkable progresses in the recent experiments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] of observing MZMs bring us closer to detecting their nonAbelian statistics, which is a smoking gun for their existence. The most straightforward way of braiding two anyons is to physically move one around the other in real space. Various superconducting junctions such as T-junction [17, 18] , Y-junction [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , π-junction [24] and U-junction [25, 26] are proposed to move MZMs by coupling them in certain order through tuning a series of gates. Recently, it is also shown that braiding MZMs can be realized through measuring their fusion results and keeping the desired data [27] . All these methods can be classified as fusion-based braiding, since they rely on fusing (or equivalently coupling) different MZMs, which (effectively) transports MZMs under a controllable way. Note that the transporting or fusion operations typically cause complexity in the manipulation across junctions or uncontrollable errors during the fusion-measurement processes, which brings challenges for the experimental identification of non-Abelian statistics. On the other hand, from TQC theory we know that if anyons have internal degree of freedom, e.g., the flux-charge composite model [28] , the associated worldlines, which characterize the braiding trajectories of anyons, can be extended to worldribbons which are called framing [3] . Braiding two worldribbons, corresponding to exchanging two anyons with a given fusion channel, is equivalent to twist locally each worldribbon around itself [28] [29] [30] [31] . This suggests fusion-free schemes to braid anyons, as applied to the Majorana system proposed in the present study.
In this work, we propose to braid MZMs in solid state systems by adopting manipulation on the spin degree of freedom of Majorana modes. With two generic theorems shown here, we demonstrate that the single (or full) braiding of two MZMs can be achieved by adiabatically winding their spins by a half (or full) circle. The braiding operation is topologically related to twisting two associated worldribbons, equivalent to worldlines which track the braiding history of MZMs. The application of the current scheme to the superconductor/2D-topologicalinsulator/ferromagnetic-insulator (SC/2DTI/FI) hybrid system is proposed and studied in detail. Without the need of moving or measuring the MZMs, the explicit advantages of the present fusion-free scheme are revealed with analytical and numerical results.
Braiding MZMs in spin space-We start with a quasi-1D topological superconductor (TSC), realized via nanowires or edges of a 2D TI, with the Hamiltonian in spinor basisĉ(r) = c ↑ (r), c ↓ (r), c † ↓ (r), −c † ↑ (r)
T given bŷ
where σ x,y,z are Pauli matrices in spin space, h(p) is time-reversal invariant and its explicit form for concrete example will be given later, the proximity induced s-wave SC order ∆(r) and Zeeman term m(r) are spatial dependent and determine topological/trivial regions. A MZM exists at an interface between such two regions. The particle-hole symmetry enforces the electron and hole components of a MZM to have identical spin polarization [32, 33] , with the Majorana wave-function [34] Ψ(r) = (ψ e (r), iσ y ψ * e (r) T , moving to the discussion on specific system, we show first the generic results of braiding two MZMs γ 1 and γ 2 , separated by a magnetization (m) dominated region, by steering the magnetization between them. Theorem 1: The adiabatic spin evolution of each MZM, following an arbitrary closed path in varying the direction of m without closing bulk gap, accumulates a geometric phase quantized to nπ, which leads to n times full braiding of γ 1 and γ 2 in fusion space.
Theorem 2: The adiabatic evolution of MZMs γ 1 and γ 2 following an arbitrary magnetization winding path, with the initial and final Zeeman term satisfying m i = −m f , reverses the spin of each MZM, which corresponds to a single braiding of γ 1 and γ 2 .
The two theorems are generic, independent model details, while we consider the SC/2DTI/FI hybrid system for convenience [ Fig. 1(a) ]. For theorem I, we consider Majorana evolution by tuning the direction of magnetization at the bottom edge [ Fig. 1(a) ] along an arbitrary closed trajectory from time t = 0 to t = T 0 . The accumulated phase for the closed evolution trajectory consist of dynamics phase, Berry phase and monodromy phase. The dynamic phase vanishes due to the zero eigenenergy of MZMs. The Berry connection for the instantaneous MZM eigen-function given in Eq. (2) also vanishes because Im Ψ| ∂ t |Ψ = Im ( ψ e | ∂ t |ψ e + ψ * e | ∂ t |ψ * e ) = 0. Thus the accumulated phase is completely contributed from the monodromy phase, say the evolution of ψ e in the Majorana spin space. This follows that Ψ(T 0 )|Ψ(0) = ±1, showing that the solid angle enclosed by the Majorana spin trajectory generically takes 2nπ, corresponding to monodromy phase nπ, even though the solid angle enclosed by the magnetization trajectory can be arbitrary. The Majorana spin evolution implies that the world lines, tracking the trajectories of MZM evolution in spacetime, should be extended to world ribbons [ Fig. 1(b) ] [28] [29] [30] [31] with appropriate framing [3] in spin space. For n = 1, we have γ 1,2 (T ) = −γ 1,2 (0), giving the full braiding operation exp(−πγ 1 γ 2 /2) [35] . According to the spin-statistics theorem [29, 30] , twisting each world ribbon of two MZMs by 2π is identical to a full braiding [ Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) ], providing the unambiguous framing choice. Generically, the 2nπ rotation of MZM spin corresponds to n times full braiding. This proves theorem 1.
We show further theorem II from the MZM evolution Ψ(T 0 /2) =Û (T 0 /2)Ψ(0) by tuning the magnetization to m(T 0 /2) = −m(0), withÛ (T 0 /2) the MZM unitary evolution matrix from t = 0 to t = T 0 /2. As only the Zeeman term in the Hamiltonian (1) breaks time-reversal symmetry, we havê
for whichT Ψ(0) is the MZM at time T 0 /2 and the Majorana spin at t = T 0 /2 is opposite to its initial direction [ Fig. 1(c) ] [36] . Moreover, as Ψ(t) andT Ψ(t) are MZMs for the TSC Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) with opposite magnetization, the evolution of Ψ(t) andT Ψ(t) have the same unitary evolution matrix [36] so that
It is noted that as long as Ψ(0) takes a Majorana form, both Ψ(T 0 /2) andT Ψ(0) are also Majoranas, hencê
Combining Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, we have [36] 
Thus the adiabatic evolution matrixÛ 2 (T 0 /2) is equivalent to odd times full braiding according to theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we consider a single full braiding. In the Fermion parity basis −iγ 1 γ 2 = ±, the evolution operatorÛ (T 0 /2) is a diagonal matrix withÛ 2 (T 0 /2) = exp(−is z π/2), which is followed thatÛ (T 0 /2) = exp(−is z π/4) = exp(−πγ 1 γ 2 /4) with s z the Pauli matrix in fusion space. This is the single braiding operator, equivalent to the ribbon equation exp(−iπS γ1 − iπS γ2 + iπS g ) with S γ1,2;g the topological spins of MZMs and the fusion outcome respectively, which corresponds to twisting the world ribbon by π and is consistent with the framing choice. Thus adiabatically reversing the magnetization m(T 0 /2) = −m(0) gives odd times single braiding operation, completing the proof of theorem 2. It is instructive to apply the above generic theorems to a concrete 1D model of the SC/2DTI/FI hybrid system and show the Majorana braiding by spin manipulation ( Fig. 1(a) ). Around the Fermi energy which is inside the TI bulk gap, the single-particle Hamiltonian reduces to h(p) = v fp σ z − µ, where v f is the Fermi velocity of edge states and µ is the chemical potential. Let the magnetization have a polar angle θ, which gives the in-plane component m = |m| sin θ ( Fig. 2(a) ). In the case of (Fig 2(b) ), at each SC/FI interface locates a single MZM, e.g., the MZMs γ 1 and γ 2 , as shown in Fig. 2 (c). The Majorana spin is polarized perpendicular to the spin-orbit (z) axis. In the FI region, the electron part of MZM reads ( Fig. 2(c) ) [36] 
with φ 1,2 and α the azimuthal angles of the Majorana spins and the magnetization, respectively ( Fig. 2(a) ). In SC region, the Majorana spin forms a helical texture in the x−y plane ( Fig. 1(a) ). A key observation is that when the direction of magnetization m varies by one closed trajectory, as long as the trajectory encloses the spinorbit (z) axis, the Majorana spin winds in the x−y plane and spans 2π solid angle in the Bloch sphere ( Fig. 2(a) ), yielding π geometric phase as stated in theorem 1. On the other hand, tuning FI magnetization from m(0) to m(T 0 /2) = −m(0) leads to φ 1,2 (T 0 /2) − φ 1,2 (0) = π, for which the Majorana spin reverses sign, consistent with the theorem 2.
Topological pumping-The physics behind the equivalence between braiding MZMs and rotating MZM spins is more transparent when adopting another two MZMs γ 3,4 ( Fig. 2(c) ). The four MZMs, with fixed total fermion parity, can form one qubit which are germinated from two complex fermion modes, with the fermion operators and fusion states being shown in Tab. I. The nonlocal fermion operators f u and f d (d L and d R ) are constructed from the two MZMs attached to the upper and lower FI islands (left and right SC islands), respectively. As our system has only four MZMs which can be well separated, adiabatically rotating the magnetization at the bottom edge ( Fig. 2(c) ) does not change the local fermion parity defined by iγ 3 γ 4 , nor the fermion parity defined by iγ 1 γ 2 . Thus in FI basis, according to theorem 2, adiabatically reverse the magnetization at the bottom once and twice correspond to the evolution of the qubit state with an diagonal matrix exp(−is z π/4) and exp(−is z π/2) respectively. On the other hand, the FI and SC basis are related through F and R matrices [28, 38] (Fig. 2(d) ) which result in the transformation
Accordingly, the single braiding and full braiding matrices in SC basis take
If the initial Majorana qubit is in |00 SC , adiabatically rotating the FI magnetization by 2π makes the final state evolve to |11 SC which corresponds to the fermion parity switch between the left and right hand SCs (Fig. 2(c) ). This is a consequence of the Thouless charge pumping [39] [40] [41] [42] , which pumps a single electron between the left and right hand SCs through rotating magnetization angle by 2π in the FI region, accounting for the robustness of the full braiding operation in the present proposal. Further, adiabatically rotating the FI magnetization by π is equivalent to braiding γ 1 and γ 2 once which leads to the final state (|00 SC − i |11 SC )/ √ 2. The fermion parity in the left and right SCs has 50% probability to be switched, which corresponds to the half charge pumping through flipping magnetization [36] . The connection of braiding to the quantized charge pumping can be observed by measuring the fermion parity in the two SC islands in the Coulomb blockade regime [26, 43] . Note that tuning magnetization to m(T 0 /2) = −m(0) can be achieved with standard technique by setting m(0) along the easy axis of the FI and switching its direction.
Numerical simulations-Now we consider the numerical simulation of the present braiding scheme by taking h(p) as the Bernevig-Hudges-Zhang Hamiltonian for 2D TI [36, 44] . For generality, we add to the system spin independent disorders with random disorder strength in the range [−W, W ], and tune the magnetization as m(t) = |m| cos δ(t) cos(ωt), cos δ(t) sin(ωt), sin δ(t) , where ω = 2π/T 0 , and δ(t) = 0 ( π 4 sin 2 (ωt)) corresponds to a regular (irregular) magnetization tuning trajectory [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The fidelity of braiding operation is quantified by the MZM wave function overlap P = Ψ 1 (t)|Ψ 1 (0) (e.g. for γ 1 ), which is real and plotted in Fig. 3(b) . At t = T 0 /2 (t = T 0 ), all the curves converge to P = 0 (P = [36] ). The braiding error may be caused by non-adiabatic manipulation and thermal effects, as shown in in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) , respectively, where we calculate the Fermion parity switch δF after a full braiding [36] . Interestingly, the deviation of Fermion parity switch from unity is dramatically suppressed in both cases through increasing the FI length. Moreover, the thermal excitations in the FI region are suppressed by Zeeman gap in the FI region ∆ FI = (|m| sin θ − µ), which is typically larger than the SC gap and can improve the validity of adiabatic condition.
Before conclusion we discuss the experimental setup for the realization. The 2DTI has been realized in HgTe/CdTe [15, 45, 46] and InAs/GaSb [47] [48] [49] heterostructures. The 4π-periodicity Josephson effect has been observed in superconducting proximity coupled HgTe/CdTe quantum well [14] . Recently, the 2DTI, superconductivity, and FI are observed in single-layer van der Waals crystals such as WeTe2 [50, 51] , NbSe 2 [52] and CrI 3 [53] respectively, which exhibit great advantages in fabricating FI-SC junction on 2DTI surface due to the vdW stacking. The relevant experimental parameters of typical materials are estimated as follows. The ferromagnetic insulator, such as YIG [54] , can induce an effective exchange field up to 1T into 2D material, which corresponds to a spin splitting gap |m| = 3meV [55] of the 2DTI edge state when the magnetization is perpendicular to the SOC field, greater than the typical proximity induced SC gap ∆ = 0.1meV. For the Fermi velocity v f = 0.36meV · µm [56] , the FI coherence length is about 0.12µm, which implies that the braiding can be well achieved with negligible error when the FI length is over 1µm, according to the simulation in Fig. 3 .
Conclusion-We have proposed a new scheme to braid MZMs by steering spin degree of freedom of Majoranas, different from the conventional schemes which rely on moving, measuring, or more generically fusing the MZMs. We applied the new scheme to the SC/2DTI/FI hybrid system, and demonstrated with experimental feasibility the non-Abelian braiding of MZMs by locally winding FI magnetization. The proposed device involves no auxiliary MZMs, rendering a minimal scheme of observing non-Abelian statistics and having advantages with minimized errors in experimental demonstration, and shall open up fusion-free approaches within current experimental accessibility to probe MZM braiding statistics.
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where σ x,y,z are Pauli matrices in spin space, h(p) is a generic time-reversal invariant Hamiltonian, µ is chemical potential, ∆ SC (r) and m(r) are the superconductor gap and magnetization, respectively. We denote the ith MZM wave function as Ψ i (r, t) and consider that all MZMs are isolated from each other so that they have exactly zero energy. When we adiabatically rotate the magnetization m, the MZM wave function evolves as
where T denotes time order. Taking an infinitesimal evolution time t = δt, the Majorana wave function up to the first order is given by
For the last equals sign, we use the fact thatĤ(m(0))Ψ i (r, 0) = 0. In Majorana form, the ith instantaneous zero modes of the system satisfies Ψ i (r, t) = ψ i,e (r, t) ψ i,h (r, t) = ψ i,e (r, t) iσ y ψ * i,e (r, t) = ψ i,e (r, t) T ψ(r, t) , ψ i,h (r, t) =T ψ i,e (r, t),T = iσ y K.
The MZM wave function at t = 0 satisfies the equation
If multiplying the time-reversal operator on both sides of the above equation, we havê
which implies thatT Ψ(r, , 0) is the MZM wave function when the magnetization is rotated from its initial direction to its opposite direction. Besides, it is easy to check that the electron and hole components of wave functionT Ψ(r, , 0) also take Majorana form. The Majorana wave function Ψ(r, t) satisfies i ∂ t Ψ(r, t) =Ĥ(m(t))Ψ(r, t).
MultiplyingT on both sides, we havê
) =Ĥ(−m(t))T Ψ(r, t).
Thus the wave function, Φ(r, t) =T Ψ(r, t) satisfies the equation
(−m(t))dt Φ(r, 0).
Forthe infinitesimal evolution time t = δt, we have
In the above derivative, we have applied the fact thatĤ(−m(0))Φ(r, 0) = 0. Comparing Eq. (S3) with Eq. (S7), we conclude that for MZMs, the evolution matrices of Ψ(r, t) and Φ(r, t) =T Ψ(r, t) are identical. Taking the evolution from t = 0 to t = T 0 /2 for example, we have
On the other hand, we have proved in the maintext that
MultiplyingÛ (T 0 /2) on both sides of Eq. (S9), we havê
According to Eq. (S8), the Eq. (S10) becomeŝ
Multiplying ζ on both sides of Eq. (S11), we havê
According to the first equal of Eq. (S9), we havê
MAJORANA WAVE FUNCTION AND MAJORANA SPIN
Considering FI-SC junction proximity on the edge states of 2DTI, h(p) and m(r) · σ in Eq.S1 can be reduced to v fp σ z and (m (r)e iα + m z (r)) · σ respectively, where m z = |m| sin θ. The position vector r is expressed as r = xe x in this one dimension model. The definitions of the magnetic configuration, chemical potential and superconducting pairing potential in real space take
The wave function for the electron and hole band in FI region(x < 0) and SC region(x > 0) are straightforward to show that
where wave vectors k e/h FI/SC are defined as
Considering the zero energy solution of this BDG Hamiltonian, the wave functions in FI and SC region respectively can be written as where these parameters ϕ, k FI , k m , K SC , k sc are defined for simplification as
Coefficients a e , m e are determined by matching the boundary condition Ψ FI (0) = Ψ SC (0). The results of this zero energy wave functions take
where φ = α + ϕ, the spin of Majorana is calculated by figuring out the Pauli operator average value and takes T to the basis (|00 FI , |11 FI ) T , where F matrix and R matrix provide unitary transformation between different fusion spaces and are defined as the Fig. S1 .
According to the fusion rule of Ising anyon
, both a and b or e and d are same particle required by the total even fermion parity. Particle c has no choice to be anyon σ. 
The matrix (F 
Thus the transformation matrix is
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We adopt the Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model, to show the robustness of the braiding process against various kinds of disorder effects and the respective success rate when non-adiabatic or finite size effect are brought into play.
BHZ model
The Hamiltonian of the BHZ model can be written as
, where σ's are the Pauli matrices operating on orbitals. The top-left block describes state with spin-up and the bottom-right block describes its time-reversal partner, and d(k) is given by
The Hamiltonian satisfies time reversal symmetry Θ = is y K, where K is the complex conjugate operator. In order to obtain the helical edge states, we set open boundary in y direction while keeping the periodic boundary condition in x direction, that is, Analytically, the helical edge states have energy ±2Ak x and have the form
where
x − B∆ and the subscripts σ and s denote the subspace of sublattice and of spin respectively. In particular, when k x = 0 and ∆/A is small, the edge mode decays at a rate approximately equal to e ∆x/(2A) .
From the expression of the edge mode, it can be seen that a magnetic field acting in the direction orthogonal to z-axis gaps out the helical edge modes into trivial ferromagnetic insulators and a pairing gaps out the metallic edge modes into a 1D topological superconductor akin to Kitaev's model. Moreover, at the boundaries of the induced topological superconducting and trivial ferromagenetic insulator arise Majorana bound states.
Numerical time-evolution
The time evolution of the Majorana wave functions in the first quantization language can be tracked by explicitly solving the time-dependent BdG Schordinger Equation:
where ψ(t) is the wavefunction of the Majorana operator in Nambu basis (ψ i , ψ † i ) T . The solution to (S30) is given by
where T is the time-ordering operator.
In numerically simulation, we can carry out the time evolution step by step in order to get rid of the time-ordering operator which is hard to handle:
Evolution for a full braiding
In this part, the robustness of the full braiding is verified by introducing static disorder, dynamical out-of-plane magnetization fluctuation. And in order to investigate the experimental feasibility of our proposal, we consider the error that may be caused by finite size effect and non-adiabatic braiding, showing that the outcome of our set up is rather reliable in a wide range of parameter regime. In our numerical study, the Hamiltonian can be written as 
For integration calculation in Eq.(S38), specific trajectory have to be assigned. The trajectory that magnetization rotate around e z axis with θ = π/2 is chosen in our calculation. In this evolution path, only azimuth angle α is timedependent. Consequently, the derivative ∂r eh/he ∂t is zero and electron or hole pumping when rotating magnetization 2π shows ∆Q e/h = ± 1 2π 
It is noted that in our calculation, the range for energy integration is seted in the superconductor gap in order to guarantee that the charge pump into the nonlocal fermion level in topological superconductor.
